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Azoulay points out that because of the very nature of the act, images of the actual 
moment of abuse of rape are exceedingly rare. However, the nature of the 
photographic encounter as a collaborative, equal one, can give the victim a space 
within which to articulate their trauma via the photographer to an audience. The 
works thus deal with the complexities of the emotional space generated by the 
photographic image, by working in intimate spaces in close proximity to their 
subjects, the photographers challenge the violation of that private, personal space by 
the abuser. This echoes Azoulay’s discussion of the ‘arena of rape’, where she notes 
that the ‘violence creates a closed space here.3 It isolates or seeks to isolate the 
woman from anything or anyone who might come to her assistance and leaves her 
stripped of her strength, facing her assailant’.4 The intimacy of the images in each of 
these projects therefore challenges this violation, reclaiming that private space back 
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